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Abstract-In this and subsequent articles, we intend to explore Rosa’s conjecture that every 
tree is graceful [l]. We define the concept of joint sum of graceful trees and study its operational 
properties. We shall prove the gracefulness of a certain family of trees. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of grucefil graphs was first studied by Ringel [2] and then by Rosa [l]. Golomb [3] 
provided a precise definition of graceful graphs when he addressed the problem of numbering a 
graph. Progresses have been made in the related research and some research results have been 
applied to such fields as radio astronomy [4]. 
While the concept, of gracefulness is defined for a general graph, our research is focused on 
trees. It has been conjectured by A. Rosa [l] that every tree is graceful. This conjecture has not 
yet proven or disproven. However, it has been shown that several classes of trees are graceful. 
There are several equivalent definitions of graceful trees (or more generally, graceful graphs). The 
following is due to Golomb (3). 
DEFINITION 1.1A. Simple graph G is called grace@& if there is a labeling C of its vertices with 
distinct integers from the set (0, 1, . . . , E}, so that the induced edge labeling C’ defined by 
!‘(U, II) = jq?J> - e(v)1 
assigns each edge a different label. 
The concept of graceful graphs can also be defined as follows: 
DEFINITION l.lB. Let T = (V, E) be a tree with n vertices and al, a2, . . . , a, be any sequence 
such that for each 1 5 k 5 n, ,k = al + (k - 1)d where d # 0. If there is a one-to-one 
correspondence g : V(T) -+ A = {aili = 1,2,. . . , n} such that the induced mapping g’ : E(T) ---t 
D = {kdlk = 1,2,. . . , n - 1) where g’(q w) = g’(e) = [g(u) - g(w)1 for each e = (u, TJ) E E(T) is 
also a one-to-one correspondence, then tree T is called graceful and g is called a grace&l labeling 
ofT. 
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In the following, we shall define the concept of joint sum of graceful trees and study its opera- 
tional properties. More specifically, we shall define the concept of joint sum of graceful trees in 
Section 2. We shall prove that if T and R are graceful, then the joint sum of T and two R’s is 
also graceful. Then in Section 3, we introduce the concept of glue trees and prove that the joint 
sum of a graceful tree and a glue tree is graceful. 
2. THE JOINT SUM OF GRACEFUL TREES 
DEFINITION 2.1. Given two trees T and R, define a new tree by connecting a vertex of T with 
a vertex of R using a new edge. This tree is called the joint sum of T and R and is denoted 
by(T+R). 
Note that the joint sum of two trees is not unique. Similarly, we can define (Tl + T2 +. . . + T,J . 
When Tl, T2, . . . , T, are all isomorphic, (Tr + TZ + . ’ . + T,) can be denoted as (nT1). 
We have the following result concerning the gracefulness of the joint sum of graceful trees. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let T and R be two graceful trees. Then the joint sum (T + 2R) by connecting 
the vertices with graceful labeling 0 is also graceful. 
PROOF. Let pl and pz, respectively, be the number of vertices of T and R and fr and f2 be 
respectively the graceful labeling of T and R. Since every tree is bipartite, we can assume 
that (X, Y; E) is a bipartition of R. Assume also that RI and R2 are both isomorphic with R. 
Now define a labeling 13(v) for (T + 2R) as follows: 
fl(V) + P2, if 21 E V(T); 
O(v) = fi(V) + (Pl + Pz)(i - 1)) if 21 E X, v E V(Ri); 0) 
fi(V) + (Pl + P2)(2 - 4, if u E Y, v E V(Ri), (i = 1,2). 
It can be verified that e(v) is a graceful labeling for (T + 2R). I 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let T and R be two graceful trees with number of vertices pl = 10 and ps = 8, 
respectively. Their graceful labeling are respectively fi (w) and fi(v) (see Figure 1). 
1 
Figure 1. Graceful trees T and R in Example 2.1. 
Now let us define for R-a bipartition (X, Y; E). For any vertex v, consider the number of 
edges between w and the vertex with graceful labeling 0. If this number is odd, then 2, E X; 
otherwise, v E Y. Using Formula (l), we obtain a labeling e(v) for (T + 2R) as follows: 
h(v) + 8, 
fi(w) + 18(i - l), ifwEX,wEV(Ri) 
fi(V> + 1q2 - q, if w E Y,w E V(Ri),(i = 1,2). 
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<T+2R> 
Figure 2. A graceful labeling for (T + 2R). 
Then e(w) is a graceful labeling for (T + 2R) (see Figure 2). 
COROLLARY 2.1. If tree T is graceful, then (XT) is also graceful (X = 1,2, . . . ). 
Immediately we have the following: 
I 
THEOREM 2.2. If T and R are two graceful trees, then (XT + 2pR) is also graceful (X, ,U = 
1,2,... ). I 
3. THE GLUE TREE AND THE GRACEFULNESS 
OF THE JOINT SUM 
In Theorem 2.1, if we denote 2R = R*, then (T + R*) is graceful. The question is, what 
conditions should R* satisfy so that (T + 2R*) is graceful? To answer this question, let us 
analyze the characteristics of the graceful labeling of (2R). 
Let tree R be graceful with graceful labeling f(w). Assume that Ri(i = 1,2) are both isomorphic 
to R with bipartition (Xi, Yi), where XI = X2 and Yl = Y2. Connect a pair of isomorphic vertices 
of RI and R2 (for example, the vertices with graceful labeling 0) to obtain (2R). Letting T = 0 
and pl = 0 in formula (l), we obtain a graceful labeling for (2R) as follows: 
B(w) = 
{ 
f(w) +p(i - l), if 21 E Xi; 
f(w)+p(2-i), ifwEYi,(i=1,2), 
where p is the number of vertices of R. If we denote X = X1 U Y2, and Y = X2 n YI , then (X, Y) 
is a bipartition of (2R). Furthermore, 
(3) 
The above observation leads to the following definition: 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let R* be a graceful tree with a bipartition (X, Y). If there is a graceful 
labeling f(w) such that 
yEyf(v) < z$v), (4) 
then R* is called a glue tree. In addition, a vertex w* which satisfies 
f(w*) = ye$ f(w) 
is called a joint vertex; or simply a joint; a vertex w* which satisfies 
f(w*) = yEy.f(“, 
is called a glue vertex, or simply a glue. 
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From (2), (3) and Definition 3.1, we have the following result. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. If R is a graceful tree, then (2pR) is a glue tree (p = 1,2,. . .). 4 
THEOREM 3.1. Let T be a graceful tree and R” be a glue tree. Then the joint sum (2’ + R*) by 
connecting the vertex of T with graceful label 0 with a joint vertex of R* is also graceful. 
PROOF. Let f(v) and f*(w) b e respectively the graceful labeling of T and R*, and (X, Y) be a 
bipartition of R” such that 
YEY f” (v) < F$ f*(u). 
Define a labeling B(w) on (T + R*) as follows: 
f(w) + min,,Ey f*(v), if 21 E V(T); 
ifvEX; (5) 
if 21 E Y, 
where p = JV(T)( is the number of vertices of T. Then O(v) is a graceful labeling of (T + R*). 1 
EXAMPLE 3.1. As shown in Figure 3, T is a graceful tree while R* is a glue tree with the vertex 
labeled 4 as the joint vertex. From (5) we obtain a graceful labeling for (T + R*) as follows: 
if u E V(T); 
ifw EX; 
if z1 E Y. 
8 
Figure 3. Graceful tree T and glue tree R' in Example 3.1. 
8 
16 
Figure 4. A graceful labeling for the joint sum (T + R*) 
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Notice that in Theorem 3.1, there may be several different ways to connect T and R* so 
that (T + R*) is graceful. For instance, in the above example (Figure 4), we can also connect, the 
vertex of T labeled 13 with the vertex of R* labeled 3. 
By Corollary 2.1 and Theorem 3.1, we immediately have the following result: 
COROLLARY 3.1. If T is a graceful tree and R* is a glue tree, then (XT + pR*) is a graceful 
&e(X,p=1,2 I... ). I 
From Theorem 3.1 and by the definition of glue trees, we can prove the following. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. If T and R are both glue trees, then (T + R) is also a glue tree. I 
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